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“Extraordinary. One of the
year’s most original and best
ﬁlms” - Adam Woodward, Little White Lies

On DVD & Blu-ray

15th January 2018

Run time

89 mins approx

KEY TALENT INFORMATION

Writer and Director
• David Lowery
(Ain’t Them Bodies Saints, Pete’s Dragon)

Fast Sell:
Academy Award® winner Casey Aﬄeck and Academy
Award® nominee Rooney Mara star in this critically
praised meditation on love and grief. A surreal, unique
and unforgettable film experience from acclaimed director
David Lowery.

Cast
• Casey Aﬄeck
(Manchester By The Sea, Interstellar)

•

(The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo, Carol)

•

Synopsis:

Rooney Mara
Will Oldham
(Junebug, Old Joy)

Academy Award® winner* Casey Aﬄeck and Rooney Mara
star as a young couple who — after being separated by
loss — discover an eternal connection and a love that is
infinite. An unforgettable meditation on love and grief,
A Ghost Story emerges ecstatic and surreal — a wholly
unique experience that lingers long after the credits roll.

CONTACT/ORDER MEDIA

Thomas Hewson - Tom@fetch.fm

*2017, Actor in a Leading Role, Manchester by the Sea. Academy Award® is the
registered trademark and service mark of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.

We like it because:
“We do what we can to endure”
Casey Aﬄeck follows up his Best Actor Oscar win this year
with an extraordinary performance in this unique and
moving existential fantasy drama that will surely haunt
next season’s awards ceremonies.
Aﬄeck stars alongside Rooney Mara, twice Oscar
nominated for her roles in The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo
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and Carol. There is a wonderful poignancy between the
pair, who, torn apart by grief, must come to terms with
the implications of their mortality. The supporting cast
includes an inspired appearance by acclaimed musician
Will Oldham.
Writer and director David Lowery, who provides a revealing
audio commentary on the H.E release, displaying the visual
panache akin to Terrence Malick and Darren Aronofsky,
has produced a bold, singular examination of life and
loss. This critically adored film is enigmatic, hypnotic and
beautifully realised, and gives two of Hollywood’s most
exciting A-list actors the chance to deliver arguably the best
performances of their careers yet.
Unforgettable and ambitious, like modern art house
classics Personal Shopper and Jim Jarmusch’s Paterson,
A Ghost Story is a film that delves deep into the human
psyche to explore what it means to exist, and lingers long in
the memory, rewarding repeat viewings.
Special features:
- Audio commentary with Director David Lowery,
Cinematographer Andrew Droz Palermo, Production
Designer Jade Healy and Composer Daniel Hart.
- A Ghost Story and the Inevitable Passing of Time
(Featurette)
- A Composer’s Story (Featurette)
- Deleted scene
Hot quotes:
“Extraordinary. One of the year’s most original and best films” Adam Woodward, Little White Lies
“Riveting slow-build of mystery and wonder” HHHHH
- Robbie Collin, The Telegraph
“An intimate love story with a cosmic scope” - Sight & Sound
“Genuinely gorgeous and quietly upsetting” - Kevin Maher, The
Times
About Lionsgate
The first major new studio in decades, Lionsgate is a global
content platform whose films, television series, digital products
and linear and over-the-top platforms reach next generation
audiences around the world. In addition to its filmed
entertainment leadership, Lionsgate content drives a growing
presence in interactive and location-based entertainment,
gaming, virtual reality and other new entertainment technologies.
Lionsgate’s content initiatives are backed by a 16,000-title film
and television library and delivered through a global licensing
infrastructure. The Lionsgate brand is synonymous with original,
daring and ground-breaking content created with special
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Company’s worldwide consumer base.

